The 5-km-mesh, Non-Hydrostatic Regional Climate Model was used to simulate snow depths in Japan and to project their changes in the future. The simulated snow depths had large biases, and bias corrections were required to project future snow depths accurately. We developed a new method of bias correction that is accurate and easily implemented for automatic use on a computer. Three classification methods of regional frequency analysis were tested in nine regions of Japan. The classification method based on the second order of L-moments (L-cv) was the best bias correction method among those tested. We checked that this bias correction was useful method for future climate projections by using the test sample estimate. Snow depth in the future climate was projected to decrease by about 50 cm, such that the average snow depth over Japan was about 30 cm in the future climate. The projected decrease in the maximum snow depth was large in the Nagano and Gifu regions and small in the Hokkaido region compared with other regions.
Introduction
Reduction of snow depth is one of the concerns associated with future global warming, because snow is a water resource. In addition, a reduction of snow depth is likely to affect the tourism industry and the ecosystem. Moreover, reduction of snow cover makes albedo smaller and brings about positive feedback. Thus, many researchers have tried to predict snow more accurately in future climate by using regional climate models (e.g., Giorgi et al. 2004; Piazza et al. 2014) . The prediction of snow depth is very difficult because snow depth is influenced by many meteorological elements, including precipitation, temperature, and wind. Kurihara et al. (2005) used a regional climate model to project the fine structure of future climate change due to global warming around Japan. However, they could not project changes in snow depth because the land surface scheme of their model did not include processes that could be used to predict snow depth. Sasaki et al. (2008) have shown that the Non-Hydrostatic Regional Climate Model (NHRCM) nested in JRA-25 (Onogi et al. 2007 ) very accurately reproduced the present climate. Using the Meteorological Research Institute of Japan Meteorological Agency Simple Biosphere (MRI-JMASiB) model (Hirai and Oh'izumi 2004) , NHRCM was able to simulate snow depth over Japan. Sasaki et al. (2011) have indicated that the NHRCM nested in the Meteorological Research Institute Atmospheric General Circulation Model (MRI-AGCM) reproduces well the present climate around Japan, although this model underestimates the maximum snow depth on the Japan Sea side of northern Japan. Sasaki et al. (2012) have projected the future change of maximum snow depth due to global warming, but their model makes no bias correction in its prediction of snow depth. Therefore, there is a high possibility that the projection includes large systematic errors. Sasaki et al. (2013) have projected maximum snow depths in Hokkaido with a bias correction by applying the regional frequency analysis (RFA) introduced by Hosking and Wallis (1997) . They indicated that the use of this method substantially improved the reproducibility of snow depth. Before implementing this bias correction method, the observation sites in the projection area must be classified into regions within which climate is relatively homogeneous. The classification process used by Sasaki et al. (2013) requires a trial-and-error step, which is not suited for automatic computer analysis. In this study, we developed a new bias correction method that is highly accurate and automatically classifies observation sites. Using the new bias correction method, we projected maximum snow depth in all of Japan.
We explain the experimental design and reproducibility of the NHRCM in Section 2, the methodology of the bias correction in Section 3, and the results of the bias correction in Section 4. We summarize our findings and offer some concluding remarks in Section 5.
Experimental design and reproducibility of the NHRCM
In this study, we analyzed the data produced by Murata et al. (2015) , which were calculated by using NHRCM with a 5-km grid spacing. There are 527 × 804 grid points horizontally and 50 layers vertically. This model used fully compressible equations with a map factor and semi-implicit time integration scheme. We used bulk-type cloud microphysics that was based on Lin et al. (1983) , Murakami (1990), and Murakami et al. (1994) . The Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino Level 3 scheme was used for a planetary boundary scheme. Kain-Fritsch scheme was used for the convective parameterization. MRI-JMASiB was used for the biosphere process to calculate snow depth and surface temperature. NHRCM was nested in the MRI-AGCM with a 20-km grid spacing (Mizuta et al. 2012) to simulate the present (1980−1999) and future (2076−2095) climate around Japan. For the future climate, the Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5 scenario was used to project greenhouse gas concentrations. The SST used in this study is averaged over the SST data calculated by 28 atmosphere-ocean coupled general circulation models (CGCMs) in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5).
Snow depths in Japan are recorded at more than 300 Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS) sites. We used AMeDAS sites where the data record was longer than five years for verification of snow depths simulated by the NHRCM. The biases of annual maximum snow depths reproduced by the NHRCM in the present climate are shown in Fig. 1 . The reproducibility of snow depths on the Japan Sea side of Japan was extremely good, but snow depths in mountainous areas and on the Pacific Ocean side of Japan were overestimated. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of annual maximum snow depth averaged over all AMeDAS sites in Japan was 50 cm (not shown). This RMSE is too large for accurate projection of future changes in snow depth. The bias correction method proposed by Sasaki et al. (2013) is able to correct accurately the simulated snow depths. value in the future climate data is determined for each point and for each year. SD o is the quantile value, which is calculated at the non-exceedance probability value in the AMeDAS distribution. SD p is obtained from the distribution of the simulated snow depth in the present climate. Hereafter, this method is called ratio correction for future snow depths (FTRT). Bias and RMSE are calculated in each region to evaluate the performance of the bias correction method. The corrected values are averaged over all years at each observation site. Bias and RMSE are weighted according to the number of the observation years at each observation site.
Bias Correction of Snow Depth by Using Regional Frequency Analysis in the Non-Hydrostatic Regional Climate Model around Japan
Furthermore, we classify each region using three classification methods to examine its impact on the performance of the bias correction. Two classification methods based on L-moments (Hosking and Wallis 1997) are tested. Observation sites in each region (referred to in Fig. 2 ) are classified into two sub-regions based on the size of the L-mean (GLME), and based on the coefficient of the L-variation (GLCV) of the annual maximum snow depth at every observation site. Regions in GLME and GLCV are divided into two sub-regions with the same number of observation points. The third classification method is based on the altitudes of the observation sites (GALT), to account for the topographic effect on climate in Japan. GALT is based on whether the altitudes are higher or lower than 100 m. However, RKN and RNG regions in GALT are not divided into sub-regions because most of the observation sites in these regions are located at high altitudes. The result without using the classification into sub-region (GNTC) is compared with those of the three classification methods. Lastly, the heterogeneity measure H (Hosking and Wallis 1997) is used to determine whether the climatic features of the maximum snow depth at the observation sites in each sub-region are homogeneous. H is determined by calculating the second order of L-moments (L-cv), and its standard deviation (V obs ). Next, a virtual homogeneous region is created by determining the quantile values from random non-exceedance probabilities based on the Kappa distribution, same as the original data. This process is repeated to create many virtual regions, and the weighted standard deviation of L-cv for each virtual region (V sim ) is determined. Using the mean and standard deviation of V sim , i.e. V bar and V sd , respectively, the heterogeneity measure H is defined by the following equation:
If the value of H is less than 1, the climatic features at observation sites in the region are considered similar. If the value of H However, that method is not well suited for computer system applications, because it requires a subjective judgment in the classification process. Therefore, this paper examines a new method for correcting snow depth bias.
Methodology of bias correction
First, Japan is classified into nine regions, as shown in Fig.  2 . Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of annual maximum snow depth are then generated for each region for both the observation, using data at all AMeDAS sites within each region, and the NHRCM model output for the present climate. Next, the nonexceedance probability value in the NHRCM distribution is used to determine the corresponding quantile value of the non-exceedance probability value in the distribution of the AMeDAS snow depths. This quantile value is used for the bias correction. To obtain CDFs, we use non-exceedance probabilities and quantile values following the method described in Sasaki et al. (2013) .
The maximum snow depths in the future climate are adjusted based on the difference of the fitted curves for CDFs between the observed and simulated depths in the present climate. Because the approximate functions do not always fit the sample data, corrected values are occasionally worse than the original. In the case that non-exceedance probability values are too large, corrected values in the future are sometimes negative, so these values are fixed at 0 in this study. This can give bias corrected data artificial characteristics. The final adjusted maximum snow depth in the future, SD fca , is calculated at each site using the following equation:
where SD is maximum snow depth averaged over all years, and the suffixes o, f, p, and c indicate observation, future, present, and corrected value, respectively. By using SD fca , the change in the bias corrected future snow depth is more natural. Hereafter, this method is called final correction for future snow depths (FTFC).
In addition, we compare this method to another approach that multiplies future maximum snow depth and the ratio of approximate function of the observed and simulated maximum snow depths in the present climate. To calculate the corrected maximum snow depth in the future climate, SD fc , the following equation is used at each site and for each year:
SD f is the maximum snow depth in the future climate for each point and for each year, wherein the non-exceedance probability Fig. 1 . Bias of maximum snow depth in the present climate without using bias correction expressed as (simulated/observed) × 100.
Fig. 2. Group areas divided into regions. (1) East Hokkaido (REH). (2) Central Hokkaido (RCH). (3) West Hokkaido (RWH). (4) West Tohoku (RWT). (5) East Tohoku (RET). (6) Hokuriku (RHO). (7) Kanto (RKN). (8) Nagano and Gifu (RNG). (9) Kinki and Tyugoku (RKT).
is more than 2, they are considered dissimilar. On the other hand, values of H between 1 and 2 indicate possibly heterogeneous areas. We refer to the H in L-cv, where the values in each region are shown in Fig. 3 . For GNTC and GALT, the values of H often exceed 2. In GLME, the values of H exceed 2 in the two regions.
In contrast, the values of H are less than 2 in all cases for GLCV. The implication is that the differences of the maximum snow depths among observation sites within regions are small in cases where the regions are classified based on L-cv. Figure 4 shows the biases of maximum snow depths for each bias correction method in the present climate. Every bias correction method reduces the biases in all regions. The bias corrections decrease the bias averaged over all of Japan (hereafter referred to as ALL) by about 20 cm. These results indicate that bias correction is necessary for reproducing the present climate more accurately. Every classification into sub-regions (GLME, GLCV, and GALT) make the bias relatively small compared to the GNTC, except in the RET and RKT regions. In the RET region, the bias is higher for GLME than for GNTC. In the RKT region, the bias is slightly higher for GLCV than for GNTC. In other regions, the bias is generally small for GLCV compared with other classification methods. The GLME method also reduces the bias, but not as much as the GLCV. Note that the H for the GLCV is less than two in all regions (see Fig. 3 ). Hence, for conducting bias corrections more accurately, it is important to classify regions based on L-cv.
Results
In comparison with the CDFM method in Sasaki et al. (2013) , the biases in CDFM and GLCV are 1.0 cm and 3.1 cm, respectively. The RMSE in GLCV (28.1 cm) is similar to that in the CDFM (27.1 cm). Accuracy of the new method is comparable to Sasaki et al. (2013) . We verify that this bias correction method can reduce biases in the future climate, by using the test sample estimate. Test sample estimate is described in Hill and Lewicki (2006) . The data in the present climate is used for the verification, and divided into the former ten years (1980−1989) and the latter ten years (1990−1999) . The former ten-year data are regarded as learning sample and the latter ten-year data are regarded as test sample. GLCV method is applied to these data. Figure 5 shows the biases of the test sample data. The bias correction improves reproducibility of the maximum snow depths. Bias of the maximum snow depths without bias correction averaged over ALL sites is 40 cm. By using FTFC and FTRT, the biases become 20 cm and 23 cm and RMSEs decrease from 63 cm to 28 cm and 41 cm, respectively. In the case that non-exceedance probability value is near 100, FTRT sometimes makes unnatural change. On the other side, FTFC always makes natural change. Therefore, GLCV is useful for maximum snow depths in the future climate, and FTFC is better than FTRT. Figure 6 shows the maximum snow depths and the changes in the maximum snow depth projected by using the GLCV bias correction method in the present and future climates. In the future climate, the maximum snow depths with GLCV averaged over ALL sites is 31 cm. Given that the average of the maximum snow depth in the present climate is about 85 cm, the value is projected to decrease by about 50 cm in the future climate. There are 20 white circles indicating maximum snow depths of 0 cm. Near the Pacific Ocean area, white circles increase. Those sites have small snow depths in the present climate. Figure 7 shows the maximum snow depths in the future climate averaged over each region. The maximum snow depths significantly decrease. In the present climate, maximum snow depths in RNG region and in RCH region are similar. However, the difference in maximum snow depths becomes large in the future climate, because projected maximum snow depth decreases by 80 cm in RNG region, but decreases by 40 cm in RCH region. In the present climate, the maximum snow depth in RKT region is 40 cm less than that in RNG region. In the future climate, difference in maximum snow depths between RNG region and RKT region becomes 1 cm. In the mountainous area, especially in RNG and in RHO, the quantity of the snow depth change is large, and the change is smaller than other areas in the northern part.
Conclusion
We examined different methods of correcting the bias in simulations of annual maximum snow depth for more accurate projection of snow depths in the future climate. Our method involved classifying Japan into nine regions; each region was classified furthermore into two sub-regions based on three standards, namely, L-mean (GLME), L-cv (GLCV), and the altitudes of observation sites (GALT). With the GLCV method, the maximum snow depths in every sub-region were relatively homogeneous, and the bias was smaller compared to the other methods. We concluded that the GLCV method was the best among the three classification methods. The classification method proposed by Sasaki et al. (2013) requires a trial-and-error step, which makes automation of the process difficult. However, the GLCV method is easy to implement automatically on computer systems and produces very satisfactory results.
We confirmed that this bias correction method was useful for snow depth in the future climate by using the test sample estimate and carried out bias-corrected projections of future snow depths at the end of the 21st century. The maximum snow depths averaged over snowy districts in Japan were projected to decrease by about 50 cm and to become about 30 cm in the future. In the northern Japan area, the change in the maximum snow depth was smaller than those in the other areas. The snow depth was projected to decrease the most in the RNG (Nagano and Gifu) region, where maximum snow depths decreased by 80 cm. Fig. 7 . Average of the maximum snow depths in each region in the present and future climate. 
